WHY GOOGLE IT WHEN YOU CAN HOOVER IT?
227-7625 How many times have we called that number in the last year or two, or
5 or 10, or 20 or 25… or more? In many cases, wasn’t it to get the answer to a
question. Not only about sports, but to music, weather, traffic, movies, cars,
electronic equipment, a name, a date, to settle a bet. Who needed 411, when
you had 227-7625? I’ll bet he was averaging over 90% with correct answers, and
he always had a special way of letting you not feel silly or stupid for asking a
question that may be obvious to him or others. Here’s a list of some of the
possible questions he may have been asked over the years, and always came
back with a Hooveresque response.
Hoover, what number was Oscar Robertson in college & what college was it?
Hoover, how old was Dale Earnhart when he hit the wall at Daytona?
Hoover, why don’t the Knicks fire Isaha?
Hoove, Whadda think would happen if you gave all the drivers a 12 pk and a joint,
and told them they had to drive the other way around the track at Talladaga?
Hoover, what was the lead singers name to Flock of Seagulls?
Yo man, what year and month was Missy Cleavland the Centerfold in Playboy?
Scott, how fast is Pete Sampres’ serve? How hot will it be at the US Open today?
How did Sherapova look in that sweaty get up after the 3rd set? Really, see-thru?
Hoover, how tall is Yao Ming, how small is Nate Robinson?
Hoover, do they put their blinkers on when they pass other cars at the Grand Prix?
Hoover, do you think Jerry Garcia ever played a concert straight?
Yo, why the hell don’t they raise the rims in the NBA?
Hey Hoove, I am driving up to Boston tomorrow will I need to bring the 4 wheel
drive?
Can you name 5 Jewish players in pro football? (HE COULD)
How long do you give Brad and Angelina?
Hoover, what’s the longest golf drive on record?
Hoove, Is there a live brand at the patio bar this afternoon?
Yo mon, Just how much vodka is there in those Jello shots? (Sorry that’s a Gady
question)
Hoover, what band is headlining at the Italian Festival this year?
What’s the name of Alfalfa’s girlfriend in the Little Rascals? Ya think Barney Fife
was gay?
Ginger or Maryanne? Chamberlin or Russell? Or was it really Reeeeeally Reed?
Where the hell is Gonzaga anyway? What the hell is a NITNY LION?
Does Henry Bibby’s son shoot free throws from the side of the foul line too?
(Bunny)
Hoover, you think Strawberry can stay off the “stuff”?
Yo Brotha, how hot is this batch of fireballs?
Hoover, what’s the best way to get bird shit off my new car?
If you told Elle Macpherson she had a beautiful body, do you think she would
hold it against you?
Hoover, they say Jerry Lucas memorized half the New York City phonebook,

Truth or Urban Legend?
What night are the fireworks? And what time are you going to Sal & Martha’s?
What year did the NBA go from wearing short shorts to long shorts?
Hoover, when does the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit edition come out? And how
fast can I make it to your house?
Come on Hoove, What do you think, Real or Fake?
If I had a dollar for every question I ever asked Hoover, I’d bet it all on the Giants
tomorrow!

